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Abstract Response-irrelevant stimuli can be encoded with,
and later on retrieve, a response given to a relevant stimulus,
an effect that is called distractor–response binding. In three
experiments using a prime–probe design, we investigated
whether the allocation of attention modulates the processes
contributing to distractor–response binding. Participants iden-
tified letters via keypresses while attending to one of two sets
of simultaneously presented but response-irrelevant number
stimuli. In different experiments, both spatial attention and
feature-based attention were allocated to the response-
irrelevant stimuli. The results showed that only attended
response-irrelevant stimuli elicited effects of distractor–re-
sponse binding. In particular, while the encoding of
response-irrelevant stimuli and responses was not particularly
affected by attention during prime processing, only attended
response-irrelevant stimuli in the probe retrieved previous
responses. Hence, we show that attention affects action regu-
lation due to modulating the influence of stimulus–response
binding on behavior.

Keywords Selective attention . Stimulus control .Motor
control

Two mechanisms that (among others) allow for efficient
orienting and responding in complex environments are atten-
tion and the integration of stimuli with executed responses.
Selective attention allows for attending and responding to
only those aspects of our environment that are related to our

goals and ensures that we are not distracted by stimuli that are
irrelevant for or might interfere with the current task. Thus,
selective attention is important for the top-down control of
behavior (Tipper, 1992). However, not all our actions are
intentionally controlled. Obviously, we have other mecha-
nisms that translate (originally) intentional actions into effi-
cient behavioral routines and habits. The retrieval of previous
integrated stimuli and responses might play an important role
for such an automatization of behavior (e.g., Logan, 1988).
Yet, it is not clear, what role attentional mechanisms play in
the early stages of association development. In this article, we
therefore focus on the influence selective attention might have
on the integration and retrieval of single stimulus–response
episodes.

For stimuli that are encountered more than once, it is
adaptive to form a direct association between the stimulus
and the (successful) response. It has been proposed that each
encounter of a stimulus is encoded in an instance (Logan,
1988, 1990) or event file (Hommel, 2004; Hommel, Müsseler,
Aschersleben, & Prinz, 2001) that also includes the action
performed in response to the stimulus. With the accumulation
of instances of a certain situation, fast memory-based retrieval
of the earlier actions can replace the algorithmic processing of
the response indicated by the stimulus. A considerable amount
of evidence exists that indicates temporary stimulus–response
binding after a single encounter as well as the formation of
long-term associations between stimuli and responses due to
the repeated encounter of similar events (e.g., Boronat &
Logan, 1997; Hommel & Colzato, 2004, 2009; Lassaline &
Logan, 1993; Logan, 1992; Logan, Taylor, & Etherton, 1996,
1999). More specifically, it has been shown that not only
stimuli that people respond to but also response-irrelevant
stimuli can become temporarily integrated with responses in
a single encounter and thus trigger response retrieval later on,
a phenomenon labeled distractor–response binding
(Rothermund, Wentura, & De Houwer, 2005; see also
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Frings, Rothermund, & Wentura, 2007). Whether binding of
stimuli and responses can become an action routine that can be
retrieved frommemory is controlled through several feedback
mechanisms. For example, event files that trigger erroneous
responses are easily detected by our cognitive system
(Wiswede, Rothermund, & Frings, 2013). In addition, event
files that received negative feedback have been shown to be
deleted from memory (e.g., Rothermund, Eder, & Frings,
2014; Waszak & Pholulamdeth, 2009). In sum, binding be-
tween (ir) relevant stimuli and responses can be understood as
a mechanism in the early stages of routine development in
human action control.

The influence of attention on the integration of stimulus
features and on the integration of stimulus and response
features

Responding to certain stimuli is typically preceded by
orienting to and identification of the relevant stimulus. For
example, to pick up an apple from a bowl of fruit, a person
would have to find out whether there is an apple left in the
bowl, attend to the apple while ignoring other fruit lying next
to it, and finally start the grasping movement. That is, before
an action is possible, a person oftentimes has to identify
whether an object carrying certain features is present in a
given situation. In order to identify an object that is defined
by more than one feature, the feature integration theory of
attention proposes that (spatial) attention has to be focused on
the stimulus’s location, leading to a binding of all stimulus
features into an object file (Kahneman, Treisman, & Gibbs,
1992; Treisman 1996; Treisman & Gelade, 1980). Thus, spa-
tial attention seems to be a precondition for feature binding
(see also Engel & Singer, 2001; Treisman, 1996; von der
Malsburg, 1999). In addition, attention might influence not
only the binding of stimulus features into objects, but also the
integration of stimulus and response features (see Hommel
et al., 2001; Logan, 1988, 1990; Memelink & Hommel,
2012). For example, Logan (1988, 1990) proposes that atten-
tion obligatorily and unavoidably leads to encoding of the
attended stimulus into memory, and that the same act of
attention obligatorily and unavoidably retrieves from memory
what has been associated with that stimulus—that is, also
associated responses. Put differently, it can be assumed that
people learn those co-occurrences they attend to (Logan &
Etherton, 1994). Similarly, the theory of event coding
(Hommel et al., 2001), suggests that intentional weighting
(i.e., a process very similar to the concept of attention, see
Logan, 2002; Müller, Heller, & Ziegler, 1995) plays an im-
portant role for event coding (Memelink &Hommel, 2012). In
fact, attention to response-irrelevant stimuli increased the
strength of stimulus–response associations that were learned
during repeated encounters of constant stimulus–response

combinations in several studies (Boronat & Logan, 1997;
Logan, 1998; Logan & Etherton, 1994; Logan et al., 1996,
1999).

In addition, it has been shown that attentional processes
also facilitate binding between stimulus features after a single
encounter of a stimulus–response combination (Hommel &
Colzato, 2009; van Dam & Hommel, 2010). However, no
clear evidence exists regarding the binding of stimulus fea-
tures and responses in the early stages of association formation
(i.e., after a single encounter). In fact, several studies sug-
gested that the likelihood of attention being deployed to
stimuli does not modulate stimulus–response binding process-
es at all (e.g., Hommel, 2005, 2007; Hommel & Colzato,
2004). Yet, the integrated features in the studies investigating
stimulus–response bindings were typically part of the target
stimuli and varied on a task relevant dimension. These condi-
tions might have ensured that some attention was allocated to
the stimulus features in all cases, which may have been
sufficient for features to be integrated with responses. Thus,
so far it cannot be ruled out that attention is also a prerequisite
for temporary stimulus–response bindings.

Binding effects are typically measured in sequences of two
responses that are triggered by targets in a stimulus arrange-
ment. Stimulus-features are integrated with the first response
and can retrieve it, if they are repeated in the second stimulus
arrangement. If the second response is the same as the first,
such retrieval enhances performance. In contrast, if the first
and second responses differ, response retrieval due to stimulus
repetition hinders performance. Hence, binding is indicated by
facilitation and interference effects in response times and error
rates of the second response in such sequences. Participants by
definition attend to target objects. And processing of one
feature of an object can be assumed to automatically open
an attentional gate to the processing of other features of this
object (e.g., Baylis & Driver, 1992, 1993; Duncan, 1984).
Therefore, to investigate whether attention plays a crucial role
in bindings of stimuli and responses, additional task-irrelevant
stimuli are necessary. As we mentioned above, the effect of
distractor–response binding indicates that additional stimuli
that are irrelevant for the current task can also be integrated
with the response and retrieve it later on (see, e.g., Frings, 2011;
Frings&Moeller, 2010; Frings,Moeller, &Rothermund, 2013;
Frings & Rothermund, 2011; Giesen, Frings, & Rothermund,
2012; Giesen & Rothermund, 2011, 2013; Moeller & Frings,
2011; Moeller, Rothermund, & Frings, 2012). Investigating the
role attention plays for this mechanism would be a purer test of
whether attention is vital for stimulus–response bindings to
influence behavior.

Giesen et al. (2012) used targets (letters) and distractors
(one digit numbers) that did not belong to the same stimulus
set. Hence, distractors likely received less attention than
distractors in studies that used the same four letters both as
targets and distractors (e.g., Frings & Moeller, 2012).
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Nevertheless, presenting targets and distractors in a horizontal
arrangement, Giesen and colleagues found evidence that
distractor–response binding is generally possible when
distractors are drawn from a different set of stimuli than
targets. However, additional stimuli were not always automat-
ically integrated in previous studies. In particular, the arrange-
ment of target and distractor stimuli influenced whether or not
distractors were integrated with and later on retrieved re-
sponses to targets (Frings & Rothermund, 2011; Giesen &
Rothermund, 2011; Moeller et al., 2012). Frings and
Rothermund concluded that grouping principles modulate
binding processes: If target and distractor are presented in a
grouped arrangement, binding of distractors and responses
takes place. In contrast, if target and distractor are presented
in a non-grouped setup the effect of distractor–response bind-
ing is significantly smaller or does not occur at all. Yet, in
Experiments 1–5 of their study, grouping manipulations were
confoundedwith differences in spatial distance. In turn, spatial
attention might have influenced distractor–response binding
in these experiments, as well. With the present series of
experiments, we aimed to systematically test the influence
attentional distribution has on the integration of responses
with stimuli that are entirely irrelevant for the required
response.

Overview

On an abstract level, we examined whether instructed focus of
attention has an effect on binding processes regarding stimuli
that are entirely response-irrelevant. If participants were
instructed to attend to some of the response-irrelevant stimuli,
we assumed that distractor–response binding effects would
occur only for the attended, but not for the unattended
response-irrelevant stimuli. In a first step we manipulated
the likelihood of attention being distributed to the distractor
stimuli, to investigate whether attention can modulate binding
of response-irrelevant stimuli and responses. Then, we tested
whether different kinds of attention (namely, spatial and
feature-based attention) influence binding processes different-
ly. Finally, we analyzed whether the integration of response
and stimulus features or the distractor-based retrieval of re-
sponses was affected by the allocation of attention.

More concretely, we analyzed the effect of distractor–re-
sponse binding in a paradigm including two subsequent
forced choice responses (i.e., a prime–probe design) in which
response relation (repetition vs. change) and distractor identity
relation (repetition vs. change) are varied orthogonally. In this
paradigm, evidence for distractor–response binding can be
seen if performance is better due to repeated distractors if
responses repeat, but impaired due to repeated distractors if
responses change (i.e., the Distractor Relation × Response
Relation interaction taps the effect of distractor–response

binding). In all experiments reported here, participants’ task
was to identify a target letter (D, F, J, or K) that was presented
in the center of the display by pressing the corresponding key.
Two sets of additional distractor stimuli were simultaneously
presented with each target letter. Each distractor set consisted
of two identical digits that were arranged in diagonal locations
adjacent to the target letter (i.e., upper left/ lower right and
upper right/ lower left positions). To vary the likelihood of
attention being distributed to different distractor stimuli, par-
ticipants were instructed to attend to one set of distractor
stimuli, whereas the other distractor set could be ignored.
After a third of all prime–probe sequences, participants were
asked to report the identities of the to-be-attended distractors
that had been presented on the prime and on the probe display.
None of the distractor stimuli, regardless of whether they were
to be attended or unattended, were relevant for the responses
to the target stimuli. In Experiment 1, attention was drawn to
two of the four distractor positions on a spatial basis, via
instruction or visual cues. Assuming spatial control of atten-
tion (e.g., Posner, Snyder, & Davidson, 1980), the spatial cues
would enable participants to allocate their attention to the
relevant locations before stimulus onset. In Experiment 2,
participants selected to-be-attended distractors via features
independent of the distractors’ locations. Thus, participants
had to visually search for the relevant distractor, which en-
sured that to-be-unattended distractors (sharing features with
the relevant distractors) would also receive some attention.
Finally, in Experiment 3, we varied whether prime or probe
distractors were to be attended in order to analyze whether
integration or retrieval processes were modulated by attention.
On the basis of earlier studies on distractor–response binding
effects, we expected to find large- to medium-sized effects,
and planned the sample sizes of each experiment accordingly.

Experiment 1a

Experiment 1a investigated whether it is possible to modulate
the effect of distractor–response binding by the attention
focused on the distractor stimuli. Since spatial attention can
modulate integration of stimulus features (van Dam &
Hommel, 2010), our first attempt to modulate distractor–re-
sponse binding was to vary the probability of attention being
focused on locations of these distractors.

We used a stimulus arrangement, including four distractor
stimuli and one target, and varied the likelihood of attention
being directed to the response-irrelevant stimuli. Participants’
task was to identify a centrally presented target letter by
pressing an according key. Four task-irrelevant distractor
stimuli (one digit numbers) appeared in positions surrounding
the target letter. Targets and distractors were drawn from
different stimulus sets to minimize the response relevance of
the additional stimuli. Participants were instructed to always
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attend to two of the distractor positions and to completely
ignore the other distractor locations. Hence, distractor–re-
sponse binding effects could be measured separately for
distractors appearing in the to-be-attended and to-be-
unattended distractor positions. The to-be-attended and to-
be-unattended distractors were always drawn from different
stimulus sets (the digits 1–4 and 5–8, respectively).
Consequently, the to-be-unattended distractors not only al-
ways appeared at irrelevant locations, but their identities were
also never to be attended during the experiment. If attention
has no influence on the integration and retrieval of event files
(see Hommel, 2005, 2007), we expected to find the same
result pattern, regarding distractor–response binding effects,
for to-be-attended and to-be-unattended distractors. However,
if attention to a stimulus influences its binding to a response,
we would find different effects of distractor–response binding
for to-be-attended and to-be-unattended distractors.
Specifically, we expected no distractor–response binding ef-
fect for to-be-unattended distractors, but a significant effect of
distractor–response binding for to-be-attended distractors, in
Experiment 1a. In the present design, in which we orthogo-
nally varied response relation and distractor relation,
distractor–response binding effects would be statistically evi-
denced by an interaction of response relation and distractor
relation: If the response had to be repeated, response retrieval
due to a repeated distractor should enhance performance. That
is, for response repetition trials, faster responses were predict-
ed for distractor repetition than for distractor change trials. In
contrast, in response change trials, a repeated distractor would
trigger the retrieval of an inadequate response. Therefore, for
response change trials less advantage due to distractor repeti-
tion would be expected than in response repetition trials. In
some cases, distractor repetition in response change trials
would even lead to worse performance than distractor change.
Thus, if attention modulates distractor–response binding, we
expected to see an interaction of response relation and
distractor relation for to-be-attended distractors and a signifi-
cantly smaller, or no, interaction if distractors were to be
unattended.

Method

Participants A group of 24 students (13 women, 11 men)
from the University of Trier took part in the experiment.
Their median age was 22 years with a range from 19 to
28 years. All participants took part in exchange for partial
course credit.

Design The design of Experiment 1a comprised three within-
subjects factors, namely response relation (repetition vs.
change), distractor relation (repetition vs. change), and
instructed attention to the distractors (distractors to be
attended vs. unattended).

Materials The experiment was conducted using the E-Prime
software (version 2.0). Instructions and all stimuli were shown
in white on black background on a standard CRT screen. The
stimuli were the letters D, F, J, and K and the digits 1–8. In one
third of the trials, participants were prompted to report the
identity of the digits on the prime and the probe in one
distractor set via two red question marks that were presented
after the probe response. All letters and digits as well as the
question marks were 0.8 to 1.1 cm wide and 0.9 to 1.0 cm
high. The entire arrangement of five characters had a horizon-
tal and vertical distribution of 2.8 cm.

Procedure Participants were tested individually in soundproof
chambers. Instructions were given on the screen and summa-
rized by the experimenter. Participants were instructed to
place the index and middle fingers of their hands on the keys
D, F, J, and K of a standard computer keyboard. Their taskwas
always to identify the target letter by pressing a key with the
corresponding finger. Each prime and each probe display
included one target letter (D, F, J, or K) and four distractor
digits that were arranged around the target at the corners of an
imagined square. The digits on each diagonal had the same
identity, forming one set of distractors on each diagonal. To
minimize attention that might be drawn to the to-be-
unattended distractor set, the to-be-attended and to-be-
unattended distractors were always drawn from different digit
pools and always presented in constant “to-be-attended” and
“to-be-unattended” locations. Hence, on each prime and each
probe, one of the distractor identities was 1, 2, 3, or 4, and the
other identity was 5, 6, 7, or 8. Half of the participants saw the
digits 1–4 in the upper right and lower left positions and the
digits 5–8 in the upper left and lower right positions, whereas
this mapping was reversed for the other half of the partici-
pants. Orthogonally to this mapping, half of the participants
were instructed to attend to the distractor digits in the upper
left and lower right positions and the other half was instructed
to attend to the digits in the upper right and lower left posi-
tions. Participants were instructed to react as quickly and as
correctly as possible. A single trial (prime–probe sequence)
consisted of the following sequence of events (see Fig. 1a):
Participants started each trial by pressing the space bar. After
500 ms of a blank screen, the prime display appeared and
stayed on the screen until participants responded. After the
prime response, another blank display of 500-ms duration
appeared, before the probe display was presented. As with
the prime, the probe target and distractors stayed on the screen
until participants responded. On two thirds of the trials, the
probe response was followed by 500 ms of a blank screen
before an asterisk appeared, indicating that the next trial could
be started. To ensure that participants attended to one set of
distractors and ignored the other, on one third of the trials the
probe response was followed by a prompt, asking which
identities the to-be-attended distractors had on the second to
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last (i.e., the prime) and the last (i.e., the probe) displays. In
response repetition trials, the same letter was presented as the
target on the prime and on the probe, whereas on response
change trials, the target identity changed from prime to probe.
Orthogonally to the response relation, the distractor relation
was varied. In distractor repetition trials, the prime distractor
identity was repeated as the probe distractor identity, whereas
in distractor change trials, the distractor identity changed from
prime to probe. On half of the trials, distractor repetition or
change referred to the to-be-attended distractor set, and on the
other half, it referred to the to-be-unattended distractor set. To
ensure that any effects of retrieval were entirely due to either

the to-be-attended or to-be-unattended distractors, the
distractor in the other set always changed from prime to probe.
For example, if a trial included distractor repetition of the to-
be-unattended distractor, the identity of the to-be-attended
distractor changed from prime to probe. In turn, four different
conditions were created, for both to-be-attended and to-be-
unattended distractors: In response repetition/distractor repe-
tition trials, the prime target and the prime distractor were
repeated on the probe. In response repetition/distractor change
trials, the prime target was repeated as the probe target and the
distractor changed from prime to probe. In response change/
distractor repetition trials, the probe target differed from the

in 1/3 of the trials
distractor prompt probe

distractor prompt probe

probe until response

500 ms

prime until response

500 ms

until space bar

(a)

(b)

Relevant numberon the second
to last display?

distractor prompt probe
+?
?

Relevant numberon the second
to last display?

distractor prompt prime
+?
?

in 1/3 of the trials

probe until response
3 5
K
35

200 ms

300 ms

+
!

!

prime until response
5 2K

52

200 ms

300 ms

+
!

!

until space bar

Fig. 1 Upper panel: Sequence of events in one trial in Experiments 1a
and 3. For participants instructed to attend to the upper left and lower right
distractors, this is an example of a response repetition, to-be-attended
distractor repetition trial; for participants instructed to attend to the upper
right and lower left distractors, it is an example of a response repetition,
to-be-unattended distractor repetition trial. Lower panel: Sequence of
events in one trial in Experiment 1b. Participants were informed, via the
locations of two exclamation marks before each prime and each probe,

which distractor locations had to be attended in the following display. The
example illustrates a response repetition/distractor repetition trial for the
to-be-attended distractors. On a third of the trials, two displays were
presented after the probe response, prompting participants to report the
identities of the to-be-attended distractors. On two thirds of the trials,
these two displays were replaced by 500 ms of a blank screen. Stimuli are
not drawn to scale
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prime target and the prime distractor was repeated as the
probe distractor. Finally, in response change/distractor
change trials, no stimulus was repeated from the prime to
the probe display.

Each participant worked through one experimental block
of 192 prime–probe sequences. The four trial types (response
repetition/distractor repetition, response repetition/distractor
change, response change/distractor repetition, and response
change/distractor change) were realized in 24 trials each for
the to-be-attended and to-be-unattended distractors. Two of
the letters D, F, J, and K were randomly assigned to be the
prime target and probe target. Similarly, the to-be-attended
prime and probe distractors were drawn from one digit pool
and the to-be-unattended distractors were drawn from another
pool. For each trial sequence, stimuli were then changed in
accordance with the particular condition; for example, in
an attended response change/distractor repetition trial, the
identity of the to-be-attended prime distractor was then
changed to the identity of the to-be-attended probe
distractor. Before the experimental block started, partici-
pants worked through a practice block of 32 prime–probe
sequences in which they received feedback after each
response. Participants were randomly prompted after half
of these sequences to report the identities of the to-be-
attended prime and probe distractors. At the beginning of
the practice block, four additional prime–probe sequences
were presented, after which participants were always asked
to report the identities of the to-be-attended prime and
probe distractors. Everything else was exactly as during
the experimental trials.

Results

Only trials with correct answers to both the prime and the
probe were considered. Reaction times that were more than
1.5 interquartile ranges above the third quartile of a partici-
pant’s distribution (Tukey, 1977), and those that were shorter
than 200 ms, were excluded from the analysis. Due to these
constraints, 8.3 % of all trials were discarded (the probe error
rate was 2.2 %, and the prime error rate was 2.7 %). The mean
reaction times and error rates for probe displays are depicted in
Table 1. The significance criterion for all reported analyses
was set to p < .05 (two tailed).

Reaction times In a 2 (response relation: response repeated
vs. response changed) × 2 (distractor relation: distractor
repeated vs. distractor changed) × 2 (instructed attention:
distractors to be attended vs. unattended) multivariate anal-
ysis of variance (MANOVA) with Pillai’s trace as the cri-
terion, all main effects of response relation, distractor rela-
tion, and instructed attention were significant: F(1, 23) =
79.33, p < .001, ηp

2 = .78, for response relation; F(1, 23) =
12.00, p = .002, ηp

2=.34, for distractor relation; and F(1,

23) = 9.06, p = .006, ηp
2 = .28, for instructed attention.

Responses to repeated targets (M = 600 ms, SD = 117 ms)
were faster than those to changed targets (M = 843 ms,
SD = 194 ms); responses were faster if distractors were
repeated (M = 704 ms, SD = 136 ms) than if they changed
from prime to probe (M = 728 ms, SD = 152 ms); and
responses were faster if the potentially repeated distractors
were to be attended (M = 704 ms, SD = 133 ms) rather than
to be unattended (M = 728 ms, SD = 155 ms). In addition,
the interactions of Instructed Attention × Response
Relation, F(1, 23) = 18.84, p < .001, ηp

2 = .45, and
Instructed Attention × Distractor Relation, F(1, 23) =
9.08, p = .006, ηp

2 = .28, were both significant. The advan-
tage of response repetition was larger if distractors were to
be attended rather than unattended, and the advantage of
repeated distractors was also larger if the distractors were to
be attended rather than unattended. More interestingly, the
interaction of response relation and distractor relation was
significant, as well, F(1, 23) = 10.21, p = .004, ηp

2 = .31,
indicating that distractor repetition led to a larger advantage
in response repetition than in response change trials. Most
importantly, the three-way interaction of instructed atten-
tion, response relation, and distractor relation was also
significant, F(1, 23) = 14.94, p = .001, ηp

2 = .39. That is,
the interaction of response relation and distractor relation
was modulated by instructed attention to the distractors.
Separate analyses revealed a significant interaction of re-
sponse relation and distractor relation for to-be-attended
distractors, F(1, 23) = 36.09, p < .001, ηp

2 = .61, but no
interaction of response relation and distractor relation for to-
be-unattended distractors, F(1, 23) = 1.71, p = .204, ηp

2 = .07.

Error rates The same MANOVA on error rates revealed sig-
nificant main effects of response relation, F(1, 23) = 36.36, p <
.001, ηp

2 = .61, and instructed attention, F(1, 23) = 6.00, p =
.022, ηp

2 = .21. Participants made more errors if responses
changed from prime to probe than if the responses had to be
repeated, and they made more errors if distractor repetition or
change took place among the to-be-attended distractors rather
than the to-be-unattended distractors. The interaction of re-
sponse relation and instructed attention, F(1, 23) = 4.17, p =
.053, ηp

2 = .15, as well as the three-way interaction of response
relation, distractor relation, and instructed attention, F(1, 23) =
4.17, p = .053, ηp

2 = .15, did not reach significance. None of the
other effects was significant, either, all Fs < 2.09, ps > .16. In
separate analyses, the interaction of response relation and
distractor relation was significant for neither to-be-attended
distractors, F(1, 23) = 4.02, p = .058, ηp

2 = .15, nor to-be-
unattended distractors, F(1, 23) = 0.52, p = .479, ηp

2 = .02.
Note that for categorical outcome variables, ANOVA can

lead to spurious results; it has thus been suggested that re-
searchers use mixed logit models instead (Jaeger, 2008). Thus,
for this experiment and all further experiments, we will report
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the ANOVA for the error rates in the main text, but report
multilevel logistic regression models in the Appendix.

Discussion

In Experiment 1a, the significant interaction of response rela-
tion and distractor relation indicated a general effect of
distractor–response binding. Moreover, the interaction of re-
sponse relation, distractor relation, and instructed attention
indicated that the effect of distractor–response binding was
modulated by instructed attention to the distractors. That is, to-
be-attended distractors were integrated with and retrieved
responses to a target stimulus, whereas to-be-unattended
distractors did not.1 This indicates that attention distributed
to a distractor stimulus modulates whether or not this stimulus
influences the processes of action control. Distractor–response
binding only seems to occur if attention is focused on the
distractor stimulus, but not if the distractor is unattended.

In line with studies regarding the automatization of behav-
ior (e.g., Logan et al., 1999), the present results can be
interpreted as confirming that unattended stimuli do not be-
come part of instances: Even immediately following the for-
mation of an instance, we found no indication that to-be-
unattended stimuli had become part of the newly created
instance.

Since the positions of to-be-attended and to-be-unattended
distractors in Experiment 1a were always constant, it is pos-
sible that the to-be-attended distractor identity was not the
only important element for retrieving prime responses, but that
the repeated locations of the to-be-attended stimuli played an
important role, as well. According to the feature integration
theory of attention, objects are initially addressed via their
location code (Kahneman & Treisman, 1984; Treisman, 1992,

1996). Yet, it has been shown that changing an object’s
location from a study to a test display impeded object identi-
fication at short- (up to 1,000 ms) but not at longer (1,500–
2,500 ms) study–test intervals, indicating a special role of
stimulus location only for a short time span after encoding
(Logie, Brockmole, & Jaswal, 2011). Also, Logie and col-
leagues investigated objects that were relevant for their par-
ticipants’ task (i.e., target objects), whereas we were interested
in the effect that the locations of response-irrelevant (i.e.,
distractor) objects have on encoding and retrieval processes.
It can be assumed that the binding mechanisms of response-
irrelevant stimuli have shorter durations than do bindings
concerning target features (see Frings, 2011; Hommel &
Colzato, 2004). Nevertheless, it is possible that the intervals
between prime and probe were short enough in Experiment 1a
that the repetition of distractor locations was crucial for the
occurrence of distractor–response bindings. Experiment 1b
was conducted to exclude this possibility.

Experiment 1b

The task and stimulus arrangements in Experiment 1b were
identical to those used in Experiment 1a. However, in contrast
to Experiment 1a, participants were not instructed to always
attend to the same distractor positions and to completely
ignore the other distractor locations. To be able to infer the
effect of distractor–response binding for the to-be-attended
distractors on distractor identity, independent of distractor
location, in Experiment 1b the positions of the to-be-
attended distractors varied randomly between trials and par-
ticipants were informed about the relevant positions of the
distractors before each display. Thus, all possible distractor
positions included to-be-attended stimuli on half of the trials
and to-be-unattended ones on the other half. We also allowed
changes of to-be-attended and to-be-unattended distractor

1 Note that since response repetition always included target repetition,
bindings between distractors and targets may also have contributed to the
present results (see Giesen & Rothermund, 2013).

Table 1 Mean reaction times (inmilliseconds) andmean error rates (as percentages) in Experiment 1 as a function of experiment, response and distractor
relation, and distractor set

Experiment 1a Experiment 1b

Response Repetition Response Change Response Repetition Response Change

To-Be-Attended Distractors

Distractor change 622 (0.9) 840 (4.0) 1,073 (0.3) 1,151 (2.2)

Distractor repetition 531 (0.2) 846 (5.9) 964 (0.0) 1,160 (6.7)

Distractor repetition effect 91 [15] –6 [10] 109 [19] –9 [15]

To-Be-Unattended Distractors

Distractor change 618 (0.2) 852 (3.3) 1,056 (0.0) 1,136 (2.8)

Distractor repetition 628 (0.3) 834 (3.0) 1,028 (0.3) 1,130 (2.8)

Distractor repetition effect –10 [13] 18 [16] 28 [32] 6 [23]

“Standard errors of the means appear in squared brackets”; (error rates in the various conditions are shown in parentheses)
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positions between the prime and probe responses. On half of
the trials, the to-be-attended distractors were presented in the
same locations on the prime and probe, and on the other half,
the locations of the to-be-attended distractors changed be-
tween prime and probe. Thus, repeated distractors (both to-
be-attended and to-be-unattended ones) appeared in each of
the possible distractor locations with the same probability on
the probe, regardless of their position on the prime display.

Method

Participants Fifteen students (14 women, one man) from the
University of Trier took part in Experiment 1b. Their median
age was 20 years, with a range from 18 to 27 years. All
participants took part in exchange for partial course credit.

Design The design of Experiment 1b was the same as in
Experiment 1a. In addition, in Experiment 1b, the position
of the to-be-attended distractors repeated from prime to probe
on half of the trials and changed between prime and probe on
the other half.

Materials and procedure The materials and procedure were
the same as in Experiment 1a, with the following exceptions.
All participants were instructed to attend to distractors in the
upper left and lower right corners on half of the displays and to
distractors in the upper right and lower left corners on the
other half. The to-be-attended location could change between
trials, as well as between the prime and probe within one trial
(see Fig. 1b). To-be-attended distractor positions on the prime
and probe were indicated before each display. After partici-
pants had started a trial by pressing the space bar, in
Experiment 1b, a display appeared for 300 ms, indicating at
which locations the to-be-attended distractors would appear.
This display included a white fixation mark at the center (at
the location of the target letter) and two red exclamation marks
at the locations of the to-be-attended distractors. Then, the
screen went blank for 200 ms before the prime display ap-
peared. Similarly, after the prime response a white fixation
mark and two red exclamation marks were shown to indicate
the relevant distractor positions on the probe display. After
another 200-ms blank screen, the probe display was presented
until participants’ responses. Everything else was exactly the
same as in Experiment 1a.

Results

Only trials with correct answers to the prime and the probe
were considered. Reaction times that were more than 1.5
interquartile ranges above the third quartile of the distribution
for the entire sample (Tukey, 1977) or that were shorter than
200 ms were excluded from the analysis. Due to these con-
straints, 7.8 % of all trials were discarded (probe error rate was

1.9 %, and prime error rate was 1.7 %). Mean reaction times
and error rates for the probe displays are depicted in Table 1.

Reaction times In a 2 (position relation of attended distractor:
position change vs. position repetition between prime and
probe) × 2 (instructed attention: distractors to be attended vs.
unattended) × 2 (response relation: response repeated vs.
response changed) × 2 (distractor relation: distractor repeat-
ed vs. distractor changed) MANOVAwith Pillai’s trace as the
criterion, the four-way interaction was not significant, F(1,
14) < 1, p > .5, ηp

2 = .03. That is, any modulation of the
Response Relation × Distractor Relation interaction by
instructed attention did not differ for trials in which the
positions of the to-be-attended distractors changed from
prime to probe and those in which the to-be-attended posi-
tions were the same on prime and probe.2 Therefore, we
dropped the factor of Position Relation from all further
analyses. In a 2 (instructed attention: distractors to be
attended vs. unattended) × 2 (response relation: response
repeated vs. response changed) × 2 (distractor relation:
distractor repeated vs. distractor changed) MANOVA with
Pillai’s trace as the criterion, the main effects of response
relation and distractor relation were significant, F(1, 14) =
6.28, p = .025, ηp

2 = .31, for response relation, and F(1, 14) =
6.39, p = .024, ηp

2 = .31, for distractor relation. Responses to
repeated targets (M = 1,030 ms, SD = 260 ms) were faster
than those to changed targets (M = 1,144 ms, SD = 239 ms),
and responses were faster if distractors were repeated
(M = 1,067 ms, SD = 228 ms) than if the distractors changed
from prime to probe (M = 1,103 ms, SD = 241 ms). Neither
the Instructed Attention × Response Relation interaction,
F(1, 14) = 3.23, p = .094, ηp

2 = .19, nor the Instructed
Attention × Distractor Relation interaction, F(1, 14) = 1.62,
p=.224, ηp

2=.10, was significant. More interestingly, the
interaction of response relation and distractor relation was
significant, F(1, 14) = 20.79, p < .001, ηp

2 = .60, indicating
that distractor repetition led to a larger advantage in response
repetition than in response change trials. Most importantly,
once again the three-way interaction of instructed attention,
response relation, and distractor relation was significant,
F(1, 14) = 4.72, p = .048, ηp

2 = .25. Separate analyses

2 The main effects of response relation, F(1, 14) = 6.19, p = .026, ηp
2 = .31

and distractor relation F(1, 14) = 6.10, p = .027, ηp
2 = .30, and the

interactions of position change and response relation, F(1, 14)=16.06,
p=.001, ηp

2=.53 (with more facilitation due to response repetition if the
position repeated than if the position changed); of response relation and
distractor relation, F(1, 14) = 21.54, p < .001, ηp

2 = .61; and of instructed
attention, response relation, and distractor relation, F(1, 14) = 5.03,
p = .042, ηp

2 = .26, were significant. The interactions of position change
and instructed attention, F(1, 14) = 3.321, p = .090, ηp

2 = .19; of position
change and distractor relation, F(1, 14) = 4.26, p = .058, ηp

2 = .23; and of
position change, response relation, and distractor relation, F(1, 14) = 4.15,
p = .061, ηp

2 = .23, did not reach significance. Neither did any of the other
effects.
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revealed a significant interaction of response relation and
distractor relation for to-be-attended distractors, F(1, 14) =
50.67, p < .001, ηp

2 = .78, but no interaction of response
relation and distractor relation for to-be-unattended
distractors, F(1, 14) = 0.40, p = .537, ηp

2 = .03.

Error rates The same MANOVA on error rates revealed
similar results. The main effects of response relation, F(1,
14) = 21.74, p < .001, ηp

2 = .61, and distractor relation, F(1,
14) = 7.26, p = .017, ηp

2 = .341, were significant, as well as the
interaction of response relation and distractor relation, F(1,
14) = 6.47, p = .023, ηp

2 = .316. Most importantly, the three-
way Response Relation × Distractor Relation × Instructed
Attention interaction was also significant, F(1, 14) = 5.36,
p = .036, ηp

2 = .28, indicating that the interaction of response
relation and distractor relation was significant for to-be-
attended distractors, F(1, 14)=9.73, p=.008, ηp

2 = .41, but
not for to-be-unattended distractors, F(1, 14) < 1, p > .8,
ηp

2=.004.

Comparison of Experiments 1a and 1b In a 2 (experiment: 1a
vs. 1b) × 2 (instructed attention: distractors to be attended vs.
unattended) × 2 (response relation: response repeated vs.
response changed) × 2 (distractor relation: distractor repeated
vs. distractor changed) mixed model MANOVAwith Pillai’s
trace as the criterion, the main effect of experiment, F(1, 38) =
443.94, p < .001, ηp

2 = .92, and the interaction of response
relation and experiment were significant, F(1, 37) = 6.78,
p = .013, ηp

2 = .16. Importantly, the four-way interaction of
instructed attention, response relation, distractor relation, and
experiment was not significant, F(1, 37) = 0.33, p = .571,
ηp

2 = .009. The effects that instructed attention had on
distractor–response binding did not differ between
Experiments 1a and 1b. None of the other effects that included
the Experiment factor reached significance. In the same
MANOVA on error rates, none of the interactions that includ-
ed the Experiment factor were significant.

Discussion

As in Experiment 1a, we found an interaction of response
relation and distractor relation, which can be interpreted as a
general effect of distractor–response binding. Moreover, this
interaction was also specified by an interaction of instructed
attention, response relation, and distractor relation. That is, as
in Experiment 1a, the effect of distractor–response binding
was modulated by instructed attention to the distractors.

In sum, the results of Experiment 1 clearly evidence that an
additional response-irrelevant stimulus is integrated into an
event file with the response if participants are instructed to
attend to this stimulus. In contrast, to-be-unattended
distractors were not integrated into event files. That is, the
attention distributed to a stimulus can indeed modulate

binding effects of this stimulus with a co-occurring response.
Moreover, Experiment 1b evidenced that the effect the to-be-
attended distractors had on responses did not hinge on a
repetition of distractor location. In fact, the influence
instructed attention had on distractor–response binding did
not differ for constant and variable relevant positions. This
can be taken as an indication that distractor identity retrieved
prime responses independent of distractor location.

Since the results indicate that participants indeed attended
to the distractors they were instructed to attend to and ignored
the other distractors, we can assume that the spatial distribu-
tion of attention changed between the prime and the probe
response, in half of the trials. Note that whether or not this
distribution changed did not modulate the influence instructed
attention had on the effect of distractor–response binding.
This indicates that spatial distribution of attention at the time
of responding does not become part of the event file.

Moreover, the results of Experiment 1 are in line with
evidence that association formation between stimuli and re-
sponses can be influenced by attention that is guided via a
preceding cue (Logan & Etherton, 1994, Exp. 5). In addition
to earlier results, the present findings indicate that the atten-
tional distribution affects bindings that are formed during a
single encounter of distractor–response pairs.

Taken together, the results of Experiments 1a and 1b indi-
cate that attention to response-irrelevant stimuli modulates
integration of these additional stimuli with the responses, but
that the location of a repeated distractor does not play a crucial
role in the modulation of distractor–response binding.
Apparently the distractor identity, independent of the
distractor location, is integrated with, and later on can retrieve,
the response. With target stimuli always appearing at the
center of the screen, cueing the to-be-attended distractors
spatially prevented every search of the presented stimulus
set. Instead, attention could be adjusted to the relevant loca-
tions before stimulus onset. Experiment 2 was intended to
investigate whether the modulation of distractor–response
binding by attention also holds if attention is guided via
relevant stimulus features and the display has to be searched
for the to-be-attended distractors.

Experiment 2

Experiment 1 showed that spatially distributing attention to
the location that a distractor is about to occupy ensures inte-
gration of the stimulus appearing in the attended location with
the executed response, even if the stimulus is entirely irrele-
vant for this response. In Experiment 2, we used the same
stimulus arrangement and task as in Experiment 1 and tested
whether feature-based attention influences distractor–re-
sponse binding effects in a similar way.
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In many cases (e.g., in situations requiring visual search of
a scene), attention is not guided by a visual cue but according
to stimulus features. Spatial and feature-based attention can be
assumed to differ from each other regarding time courses and
mechanisms (e.g., Ling, Liu, & Carrasco, 2009; Liu, Stevens,
& Carrasco, 2007). Moreover, attentional shifts between
colors at one location seem to be associated with activation
in different subpopulations of neurons than attention shifts
between locations (Greenberg, Esterman, Wilson, Serences,
& Yantis, 2010). Regarding these general distinctions, one
might also assume that stimulus–response integration is dif-
ferently influenced by spatial and feature-based attention. In
addition, Logan and Etherton (1994) found less learning of co-
occurrences if to-be-attended stimuli were cued than if partic-
ipants had to search for to-be-attended stimuli. They conclud-
ed that less attention distributed to distractors in the cued
condition than in the search condition led to fewer instances
of integration of the distractors. Regarding these findings, it is
not surprising that we found no distractor–response binding
for the to-be-unattended distractors in Experiments 1a and 1b.
Requiring participants to search for the to-be-attended
distractor, however, might lead to a different result.

To test this assumption, participants again identified target
letters that were surrounded by distractor stimuli and were
instructed to attend to some of the distractors while completely
ignoring the others. Importantly, to-be-attended distractors
were no longer indicated by position cues, but in
Experiment 2 were defined via the stimulus set they were
drawn from. Thus, participants were not instructed to attend
to a certain space, but to the features identifying certain
objects. As in Experiment 1b, the locations of to-be-attended
stimuli could change between prime and probe displays.
However, participants were never informed of such a location
change before stimulus onset, but were forced to scan each
display in order to identify the locations (and the identity) of
the to-be-attended distractors. The same pattern of results as in
Experiments 1a and 1b would indicate that the type of atten-
tional control does not play a crucial role in the modulating
effect that attention has on distractor processing.

Method

Participants A total of 32 students (27 women, five men)
from the University of Trier took part in the experiment.
Their median age was 21 years, with a range from 18 to
30 years. All participants took part in exchange for partial
course credit.

Design, materials, and procedure The design, materials, and
procedure were the same as in Experiment 1b, with the fol-
lowing exceptions. The to-be-attended distractor digits were
not defined by location but by identity: Half of the participants
were instructed to attend to the digits 1–4 and ignore the digits

5–8, whereas the other half received the opposite mapping. As
in Experiment 1b, the locations of the to-be-attended
distractors could change both between trials and between
prime and probe displays within one trial. However, through-
out the experiment none of the locations were cued. The
sequence of events in one trial was therefore similar to that
in Experiment 1a: Participants started each trial by pressing
the space bar. After 500 ms of a blank screen, the prime
display appeared and stayed on the screen until participants
responded. After the prime response, another blank display of
500-ms duration appeared, before the probe display was pre-
sented. As with the prime, the probe target and distractors
stayed on the screen until participants responded. As in
Experiment 1, on one third of the trials the participants were
then prompted to report the identities of the to-be-attended
distractor digits in the second-to-last (i.e., the prime) and the
last (i.e., the probe) displays. Unlike in the previous experi-
ments, these prompts consisted only of the question “Relevant
number on the second-to-last/last display?” and did not in-
clude question marks indicating the distractor positions on the
prime and probe displays.

Results

According to the same criteria as in Experiment 1b, 7.6 % of
all trials were discarded (the probe error rate was 1.9 %, and
the prime error rate was 1.7 %). The mean reaction times and
error rates for the probe displays are depicted in Table 2.

Reaction times In a 2 (position relation of attended distractor:
position change vs. position repetition between prime
and probe) × 2 (instructed attention: distractor to be
attended vs. unattended) × 2 (response relation: response
repeated vs. response changed) × 2 (distractor relation:
distractor repeated vs. distractor changed) MANOVA
with Pillai’s trace as the criterion, the four-way interac-
tion was not significant, F(1, 31) < 1, p > .3, ηp

2 = .03.
That is, any modulation of the Response Relation × Distractor
Relation interaction by instructed attention was not different for
trials in which the positions of the to-be-attended distractors
changed from prime to probe and those in which the to-be-
attended positions were the same from prime to probe.3

3 The main effects of position change, F(1, 31) = 25.59, p < .001, ηp
2 =

.45 (with faster responses if distractor positions were repeated than if they
changed); of instructed attention,F(1, 31)=9.33, p=.005, ηp

2=.23; and of
response relation, F(1, 31) = 140.45, p < .001, ηp

2 = .82, as well as the
interaction of instructed attention, response relation, and distractor rela-
tion, F(1, 31) = 12.50, p = .001, ηp

2 = .29, were significant. The
interactions of position change and instructed attention, F(1, 31) = 3.38,
p = .075, ηp

2 = .10; of position change and response relation, F(1, 31) =
3.01, p = .093, ηp

2 = .09; of instructed attention and response relation,
F(1, 31) = 3.79, p = .061, ηp

2 = .11; and of response relation and distractor
relation, F(1, 31) = 3.26, p = .081, ηp

2 = .10, did not reach significance.
Neither did any of the other effects.
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Therefore, we dropped the factor of Position Relation from all
further analyses. In a 2 (instructed attention: distractor to be
attended vs. unattended) × 2 (response relation: response
repeated vs. response changed) × 2 (distractor relation:
distractor repeated vs. distractor changed) MANOVA with
Pillai’s trace as the criterion, the main effects of response
relation and instructed attention were significant: F(1, 31) =
140.87, p < .001, ηp

2 = .82, for response relation, and F(1,
31) = 8.97, p = .005, ηp

2 = .22, for instructed attention.
Responses to repeated targets (M = 795 ms, SD = 182 ms)
were faster than those to changed targets (M = 1,073 ms,
SD = 261 ms), and responses were faster if the (potentially)
repeated distractors were to be attended (M=918 ms, SD=
208 ms) than if the repeated distractors were to be unattended
(M = 937ms, SD = 215ms). Neither the InstructedAttention ×
Response Relation interaction, F(1, 31) = 4.09, p = .052, ηp

2 =
.12, nor the Instructed Attention × Distractor Relation inter-
action, F(1, 31) = 1.57, p = .219, ηp

2 = .05, reached signifi-
cance. The interaction of response relation and distractor
relation was also not significant, F(1, 31) = 3.36, p = .078,
ηp

2 = .10. Most importantly, again the three-way interaction of
instructed attention, response relation, and distractor relation
was significant, F(1, 31) = 13.46, p = .001, ηp

2 = .30. That is,
the interaction of response relation and distractor relation was
modulated by instructed attention to the distractors. Separate
analyses revealed a significant interaction of response relation
and distractor relation for to-be-attended distractors, F(1, 31) =
10.66, p = .003, ηp

2 = .26, but no interaction of response
relation and distractor relation for to-be-unattended distractors,
F(1, 31) = 1.01, p = .323, ηp

2 = .03.

Error rates The same MANOVA on error rates revealed
similar findings. The main effect of response relation, F(1,
31) = 58.20, p < .001, ηp

2 = .65, and the interaction of
response relation and distractor relation, F(1, 31) = 4.77,

p = .037, ηp
2 = .13, were significant. The three-way

Response Relation × Distractor Relation × Instructed
Attention interaction was not significant, F(1, 31) = 3.28,
p = .080, ηp

2 = .10. Yet, in separate analyses, the interaction
of response relation and distractor relation was significant for
to-be-attended distractors, F(1, 31) = 6.98, p = .013, ηp

2 = .18,
but not for to-be-unattended distractors, F(1, 31) < 1, p > .6,
ηp

2 = .009.

Discussion

As in Experiment 1, the interaction of instructed attention,
response relation, and distractor relation in Experiment 2
indicated an effect of distractor–response binding for to-be-
attended distractors, whereas we found no evidence for
distractor–response binding if stimuli were to be unattend-
ed. That is, a spatial focus of attention on the location of a
response-irrelevant stimulus before stimulus onset was not
a prerequisite for binding between this stimulus and the
executed response. Instead, feature-based attention seemed
to have the same effect on response integration and retrieval
as had the spatial distribution of attention. That is, even if
attention was deployed to a stimulus after stimulus onset
according to the features of the current stimuli, the integra-
tion of response-irrelevant stimuli and responses was mod-
ulated by whether or not attention was focused on a stimu-
lus at the time of responding. More attention appeared to be
necessary for an immediate consequence of a single in-
stance than for a similar effect after several instance repe-
titions (see Logan & Etherton, 1994). However, as with
associations formed by repeated pairings of distractors
and responses, attention in our Experiment 2 again played
a role in the effects of single distractor–response combina-
tions. Together, Experiments 1a, 1b, and 2 might be a first
indication that stimulus–response bindings are the immedi-
ate effects of instance integration, as was proposed in the
instance theory of automatization.

Note that according to the feature integration theory
(Treisman & Gelade, 1980), it is necessary to direct atten-
tion to the location of an object in order to integrate the
perceived features into one object file. In this regard, we
can assume that even the rejected distractor digits received
some attention that ensured object integration. However,
this kind of attention was not sufficient for the distractor to
be integrated with, and later on retrieve, the response to the
target.

In all of Experiments 1a, 1b, and 2, participants were
instructed either to attend to or not to attend to repeated
distractors on both the prime and the probe displays.
Therefore, none of the experiments provided evidence for
whether attention modulates the binding of distractors and
responses, the retrieval of the responses, or both processes.
In a third experiment, we aimed to pinpoint the particular

Table 2 Mean reaction times (in milliseconds) and mean error rates (as
percentages) in Experiment 2 as a function of response and distractor
relation and instructed attention toward the distractors

Response Relation

Response Repetition Response Change

To-Be-Attended Distractors

Distractor change 808 (0.7) 1,061 (2.9)

Distractor repetition 748 (0.0) 1,082 (4.8)

Distractor repetition effect 60 [16] –21 [15]

To-Be-Unattended Distractors

Distractor change 809 (0.3) 1,081 (3.4)

Distractor repetition 816 (0.4) 1,069 (3.0)

Distractor repetition effect –7 [16] 12 [12]

“Standard errors of the means appear in squared brackets”; (error rates in
the various conditions are shown in parentheses)
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process that is influenced by attention being distributed to the
distractor stimulus.

Experiment 3

Effects of stimulus–response binding are typically evidenced
by the responses that repeated stimuli retrieve: Participants are
faster and/or more accurate at responding if the retrieved
response matches the required response than if the retrieved
response differs from the required response. If this pattern is
found, the assumption is that the retrieved response was bound
to the presented stimulus at an earlier point in time. Thus,
retrieval theories generally assume at least two separate pro-
cesses—namely, stimulus–response integration and stimulus–
response retrieval. Hence, additional factors, such as the focus
of attention, may separately influence integration and retriev-
al. Experiment 3 was designed to investigate which of these
processes is influenced by instructed attention. It has been
shown that priming effects that can be interpreted as evidence
for retrieval processes are influenced by the role that the
repeated stimulus has at response retrieval (i.e., on the probe),
but not by its role at stimulus–response binding (i.e., on the
prime; Ihrke, Behrendt, Schrobsdorff, Herrmann, &
Hasselhorn, 2011). Regardless of whether a repeated stimulus
was the target or the distractor at encoding (i.e., on the prime),
the effects of response retrieval were larger if the repeated
stimulus was the probe target than if it was the probe
distractor. In addition, it has been speculated that the effects
of stimulus–response binding depend on the attentional distri-
bution at retrieval rather than on that at binding (e.g., Hommel,
Memelink, Zmigrod, & Colzato, 2013; Zmigrod, Spapé, &
Hommel, 2009). With these findings in mind, it can be
guessed that the attentional distribution at the time of response
retrieval, but not at the time of stimulus–response integration,
influenced the effect of distractor–response binding in
Experiments 1 and 2. Yet, since a to-be-attended distractor
was always to be attended on the prime and the probe, and a
to-be-unattended distractor was not instructed to be attended
on either the prime or the probe, it was not possible to pinpoint
the process that was influenced by attentional distribution. To
disentangle whether the influence of attention works on the
integration, the retrieval, or both processes of distractor–re-
sponse binding, the likelihood of attention being distributed to
the (potentially) repeated distractor on the prime and the probe
was varied orthogonally. That is, participants attended to
certain locations throughout the experiment, and repeated
distractors could appear in those positions on either the prime
or the probe. If attention to the distractor is necessary for the
integration of this stimulus with the currently executed re-
sponse, but not for the retrieval of this response, the effect of
distractor–response binding would be revealed for to-be-
attended prime distractors, independent of whether or not

these distractors were again to be attended on the probe. If
binding also occurs without attention to the integrated stimuli,
but attention to the distractors is essential to trigger response
retrieval, we would find an effect of distractor–response bind-
ing for distractors that were to be attended on the probe,
independent of the instructed distribution of attention on the
prime. Finally, if attention to the distractors is necessary both
for binding and for retrieval to take place, we would find
evidence for distractor–response binding only for trials in
which the repeated distractor was to be attended on both the
prime and the probe.

Method

Participants A total of 29 students (26 women, three men)
from the University of Trier took part in the experiment. Their
median age was 21 years, with a range from 18 to 28 years. All
participants took part in exchange for partial course credit.

Design The design essentially comprised four within-subjects
factors—namely, Response Relation (repetition vs. change),
Distractor Relation (repetition vs. change), Instructed
Attention to the Prime Distractors (distractors to be attended
vs. unattended), and Instructed Attention to the Probe
Distractors (distractors to be attended vs. unattended).

Materials and procedure The materials and procedure were
the same as in Experiment 1a, with the following exceptions.
Each of the eight possible distractor digits was sometimes to
be attended and sometimes to be unattended. As in
Experiment 1a, half of the participants were instructed to
attend to the upper left and lower right distractor positions
and to ignore the upper right and lower left distractor posi-
tions, whereas the other half received the opposite mapping. In
addition to the to-be-attended (i.e., the repeated distractor
appears in a to-be-attended location on both the prime and
the probe) and to-be-unattended (i.e., the repeated distractor
appears in a to-be-unattended location on both the prime and
the probe) conditions of Experiment 1a, the repeated distractor
identity could also appear in a to-be-attended position on the
prime and a to-be-unattended position on the probe, and it
could appear in a to-be-unattended position on the prime and a
to-be-attended position on the probe. Thus, each of the four
conditions (response repetition/distractor repetition, response
repetition/distractor change, response change/distractor repe-
tition, and response change/distractor change) was realized 12
times in each of the four conditions resulting from instructed
attention (repeated distractor to be attended vs. unattended)
being orthogonally varied on the prime and the probe: to be
attended on the prime–to be attended on the probe, to be
attended on the prime–to be unattended on the probe, to be
unattended on the prime–to be attended on the probe, and to
be unattended on the prime–to be unattended on the probe.
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The identity of the distractors in the other positions, respec-
tively, changed from prime to probe.

Results

According to the same criteria as in Experiment 1a, 7.4 % of
all trials were discarded (the probe error rate was 1.7 %, and
the prime error rate was 1.8 %). Mean reaction times and error
rates for probe displays are depicted in Table 3.

Reaction times In a 2 (instructed prime attention: distractor to
be attended vs. unattended) × 2 (instructed probe attention:
distractor to be attended vs. unattended) × 2 (response rela-
tion: response repeated vs. response changed) × 2 (distractor
relation: distractor repeated vs. distractor changed)MANOVA
with Pillai’s trace as the criterion, the main effect of response
relation, F(1, 28) = 68.62, p< .001, ηp

2 = .71, and the inter-
action of instructed prime attention and instructed probe at-
tention, F(1, 28) = 12.24, p = .002, ηp

2=.30, were significant.
Responses to repeated targets (M = 755 ms, SD = 307 ms)
were faster than those to changed targets (M = 996 ms,
SD = 369 ms); also, if the potentially repeated distractor was
to be attended on the probe, responses were faster if this
distractor had also been a to-be-attended one on the prime
than if it had been a to-be-unattended one on the prime,
whereas instructed attention on the prime did not make a
difference if the repeated distractor was to be unattended on
the probe. Neither the interaction of instructed prime attention
and distractor relation, F(1, 28) = 4.06, p = .054, ηp

2 = .13, nor
the interaction of instructed probe attention and distractor
relation, F(1, 28) < 1, p > .8, ηp

2 = .001, was significant.
More importantly, the interaction of response relation and
distractor relation was significant, F(1, 28) = 20.71, p < .001,
ηp

2 = .43, as well as the three-way interaction of instructed
probe attention, response relation, and distractor relation, F(1,

28)=5.14, p=.031, ηp
2=.16. Separate analyses revealed a sig-

nificant interaction of response relation and distractor relation
if distractors were to be attended on the probe, F(1, 28) =
16.32, p < .001, ηp

2 = .37, but not if distractors were to be
unattended on the probe, F(1, 28) = 1.80, p = .190, ηp

2 = .06.
Neither the three-way interaction of instructed prime attention,
response relation, and distractor relation, F(1, 28) = 1.79,
p = .192, ηp

2 = .06, nor the four-way interaction of instructed
prime attention, instructed probe attention, response relation,
and distractor relation, F(1, 28) = 2.66, p = .114, ηp

2 = .09,
was significant. For the sake of completeness, the
Instructed Prime Attention × Instructed Probe Attention ×
Response Relation interaction, F(1, 28) = 4.24, p = .049,
ηp

2 = .13, was significant, as well.

Error rates The same MANOVA on error rates revealed a
similar pattern. The main effects of response relation,
F(1, 28) = 27.78, p < .001, ηp

2 = .50, and instructed probe
attention,F(1, 28) = 4.33, p = .047, ηp

2 = .13, were significant,
as was the Instructed Prime Attention × Response Relation
interaction, F(1, 28) = 13.53, p = .001, ηp

2 = .33. The main
effect of instructed prime attention, F(1, 28) = 3.77, p = .062,
ηp

2 = .12; the Response Relation × Distractor Relation inter-
action, F(1, 28) = 3.91, p=.058, ηp

2=.12; the three-way
Instructed Probe Attention × Response Relation × Distractor
Relation interaction, F(1, 28) = 2.94, p = .098, ηp

2 = .10; the
three-way Instructed Prime Attention × Response Relation ×
Distractor Relation interaction, F(1, 28)<1, p > .4, ηp

2 = .02;
and the four-way Instructed PrimeAttention × Instructed Probe
Attention × Response Relation × Distractor Relation interac-
tion, F(1, 28) < 1, p > .6, ηp

2 = .006, were not significant.

Discussion

The interaction of instructed probe attention, response rela-
tion, and distractor relation indicated that repeated distractors
triggered response retrieval with a higher probability if
distractors were to be attended on the probe than if distractors
were to be unattended on the probe. This interaction was not
further modulated by the attention modulation on the prime
display. That is, instructed attention at integration of the
distractor and response did not have a large influence on
whether or not response retrieval was eventually triggered.
Put differently, distractor–response retrieval only occurred if
participants were instructed to focus attention on the stimulus
triggering retrieval, but not if the potentially retrieving stimu-
lus was to be unattended. In contrast, distractor–response
binding seemed to be sufficient to enable later retrieval pro-
cesses, independent of whether or not attention had been
distributed to the stimulus at integration. It should be noted
that all of the presented distractor identities (i.e., also the
identities of the to-be-unattended distractors) in Experiment
3 were relevant on approximately half of the trials throughout

Table 3 Mean reaction times (in milliseconds) and mean error rates (as
percentages) in Experiment 3 as a function of response and distractor
relation and instructed attention toward the distractors on the probe

Response Relation

Response Repetition Response Change

To-Be-Attended Probe Distractors

Distractor change 773 (0.9) 977 (2.6)

Distractor repetition 728 (0.1) 1,006 (4.7)

Distractor repetition effect 45 [11] –29 [13]

To-Be-Unattended Probe Distractors

Distractor change 768 (0.4) 998 (2.3)

Distractor repetition 753 (0.3) 1,001 (2.6)

Distractor repetition effect 15 [12] –3 [14]

“Standard errors of the means appear in squared brackets”; (error rates in
the various conditions are shown in parentheses)
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the experiment. Therefore, it is likely that even the to-be-
unattended distractors captured some attention. Apparently,
this kind of attention was sufficient for the stimuli to be
integrated with the executed response, whereas it was not
sufficient for the stimulus to start a retrieval process.

This pattern is in line with findings by Ihrke et al. (2011),
who showed that priming effects were modulated by the role of
the repeated stimulus on the probe, but not by its role on the
prime. The present results also indicate that an influence of
attentional resources during stimulus encoding on response
retrieval effects cannot be large. This is also in line with
Hommel’s (2005; Hommel & Colzato, 2004) assumption that
hardly any attention is necessary for the integration of a stim-
ulus into an event file. However, at first sight these results seem
to be contrary to several studies that have shown attention to be
at least as important during encoding as during retrieval in
an automatization process (e.g., Boronat & Logan, 1997;
Logan, & Etherton, 1994). However, Logan and colleagues
investigated S–R retrieval that had been learned after sev-
eral repetitions of a particular stimulus–response pairing,
whereas we were concerned with retrieval of a stimulus–
response pairings after a single encounter. In addition, the
retention intervals were quite different between the studies;
they could include several trials, rest phases, and some-
times instructions in the studies of Logan and colleagues,
whereas the retention interval in our experiment was less
than 2 s. We will come back to these differences in the
General Discussion.

General discussion

The aim of the present study was to investigate whether
attention needs to be deployed to a response-irrelevant stimu-
lus for it to be integrated with and subsequently retrieve a
response. We used stimuli that were entirely response-
irrelevant and instructed participants to attend only to some
of these additional stimuli, while ignoring the others.
Repeated additional stimuli retrieved responses if they were
to be attended, but not if they were to be unattended (Exp. 1a).
Furthermore, the influence of instructed attention on the bind-
ing and retrieval of additional stimuli seems to be independent
of whether attention is spatially controlled (Exp. 1b) or
feature-based (Exp. 2). Finally, the modulation of the
distractor–response binding effect via instructed attention to
distractors was regulated by the instructed attentional distri-
bution at response retrieval, whereas the instructed attentional
distribution at the integration of stimulus and response did not
seem to have a large influence on the effect (Exp. 3). For an
overview of the results, see Fig. 2.

Notably, the way that attention was manipulated did not
play an important role for the reported modulation in the
present experiments. Instructed attention to response-

irrelevant stimuli had the same effect on stimulus–response
integration and retrieval when it was guided by stimulus
features as when it was adjusted via a spatial cue. Although
spatial and feature-based attentional processes have been sug-
gested to differ (e.g., Ling et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2007),
stimulus–response binding processes seem to be modulated
solely by whether or not attention is focused on the stimulus at
the time of responding. Interestingly, this was the case even
though the participants in Experiments 1 and 3 were able to
spatially adjust their attentional focus before stimulus onset,
whereas attentional adjustment via object features in
Experiment 2 was only possible after target and distractor
onset. That is, even though relevant stimulus features (such
as orientation and angle of lines) were attended in both
distractor sets in Experiment 2, only to-be-attended distractors
were integrated with and could retrieve a response. In fact, the
present findings might even indicate that feature-based and
location-based attention do not differ so much, after all.4 This
would also be in line with the suggestion that both kinds of
attentional control are guided by the same functional system
(Yantis & Serences, 2003). On the basis of the present results,
we cannot decide whether or not attention differs depending
on the way it is controlled. Yet, the kind of attentional control
(i.e., spatial vs. feature-based attention) seems to be irrelevant
for the role that attention plays in stimulus–response binding.

At first glance, our results regarding the to-be-unattended
distractors seem to be inconsistent with recent findings by
Giesen et al. (2012). In all of the present experiments, the
interaction of response relation and distractor relation (i.e., the
effect of distractor–response binding) did not reach signifi-
cance if the distractors were to be unattended. Even when we
combined the data from all four experiments, this effect was
not significant [F(1, 99) = 0.08, p = .772, ηp

2=.001; the power
was at 1 – β = .80]. Thus, one can conclude that at least a
large, or even medium-sized, effect of distractor-based re-
sponse retrieval is unlikely if distractors are unattended. In
contrast to our findings for the to-be-unattended distractors,
Giesen et al. found significant effects of distractor–response
binding for distractors that were not particularly attended. The
main differences between the present experiments and the
aforementioned study were the number of presented
distractors (two vs. four) and the manner of distractor arrange-
ment. Neill, Valdes, Terry, and Gorfein (1992) pointed out that
with more distractors, the probabilities are reduced for both
the encoding of all distractors and the episodic retrieval of the
priming episode (for less negative priming with a larger
number of distractors, see Neumann & DeSchepper, 1992).
Thus, the number of distractors may have been a factor that
contributed to ensure encoding and retrieval processes, re-
gardless of any instruction in the study by Giesen and

4 We thank Gordon Logan for pointing out these considerations.
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colleagues, whereas this factor reduced the probabilities of
encoding and retrieval processes in the present setup. With the
four distractors in the present experiments, the saliency of
each distractor set was reduced, and a smaller portion of the
display was repeated (two out of four, instead of two out of
two distractors). Therefore, a probe display including two
repeated and two changed distractor identities did not serve
as a good trigger for retrieval, unless participants intentionally
allocated attention to the repeated distractors. In addition, the
arrangement of distractor stimuli may have contributed to the
difference in the results. Whereas Giesen and colleagues pre-
sented target and distractors in a horizontal line, the distractors
in the present study were diagonally aligned to the targets. It
has been shown that distractor–response binding is possible
with the former stimulus alignment, yet no evidence exists
regarding the latter arrangement. Yet it can be assumed that
grouping principles regarding target and distractor stimuli
modulate binding processes (Frings & Rothermund, 2011).
Therefore, it is possible that the stimulus configuration in the

present experiments prevented distractor–response binding of
the to-be-unattended distractors.

In line with the results of Ihrke et al. (2011), the present
Experiment 3 provided evidence that attentional modulation
of the distractor–response binding effect is largely based on
differences in retrieval processes. The effect of distractor–
response binding reached significance only in trials that re-
quired participants to distribute focused attention to the
distractor that triggered retrieval, regardless of whether or
not participants had also been instructed to attended to this
stimulus during the prime. Similarly, Ihrke and colleagues
investigated encoding and retrieval mechanisms in a
negative-priming paradigm andmanipulatedwhether a repeat-
ed stimulus was presented as the target or as the distractor
(note that targets typically receive more attention than
distractors). They found retrieval processes to be influ-
enced by the task relevance of the repeated stimulus:
Repetition effects were larger if the repeated stimulus was
presented as the probe target than if it was presented as the
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Fig. 2 Distractor–response binding effects as a function of instructed
attention to the distractors on the probe (distractor to be attended vs.
unattended) in all experiments. Distractor–response binding effects were
calculated as the difference between distractor repetition effects in re-
sponse repetition and response change trials. Note that to-be-attended (or

to-be-unattended) probe distractors were also to be attended (or to be
unattended) on the prime in Experiments 1a, 1b, and 2. In Experiment 3,
for both to-be-attended and to-be-unattended probe distractors, prime
distractors were to be attended on half of the trials and to be unattended
on the other half. D, distractor
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probe distractor. In addition to the findings by Ihrke and
colleagues, our results indicate that response relevance is
not necessary for a modulation of response retrieval.
Distributing attention to the repeated stimulus seems to be
sufficient to influence retrieval processes.

It is noteworthy that the distractor–response binding
effect was not significantly modulated by whether or
not a distractor was to be attended on the prime (i.e.,
at the time the binding took place). Thus, binding of
distractors and responses occurred even for stimuli that
did not receive focused attention. These findings are in
line with Hommel and Colzato’s (2004) suggestion that
the determining factor for the integration of stimulus
features into an event file is not attention to the feature,
but whether or not this feature varies on a dimension
that is relevant in the present situation. As we men-
tioned above, our results also indicate that this sort of
relevance is not sufficient for the retrieval of a response
due to the repetition of a stimulus.

However, it should be noted that the four-way interaction
of instructed prime attention, instructed probe attention, re-
sponse relation, and distractor relation was not far from being
significant (p = .114, ηp

2 = .09). In addition, the achieved
power for this test was not very large (1 – β = .5). Therefore,
we cannot exclude the possibility that instructed attention
during the prime would also influence the results if consider-
ably larger sample sizes were used. This would be similar to
studies by Logan and colleagues (e.g., Boronat & Logan,
1997; Logan & Etherton, 1994; Logan et al., 1996, 1999)
indicating that attention at encoding influenced the formation
of stimulus–response associations.

Finally, an interesting point of the present results is that in
contrast to the attentional modulation of distractor–response
binding effects, the effect of distractor inhibition (indicated by
the main effect of distractor relation) was not far from being
modulated by attention to the prime distractor [F(1, 28) =
4.06, p = .054, ηp

2 = .13], but was not modulated by attention
to the probe distractor [F(1, 28) < 1, p > .8, ηp

2 = .001]. These
results regarding distractor repetition effects are highly plau-
sible. The inhibition account (see Frings, Wentura, & Wühr,
2012; Frings & Wühr, 2007; Houghton & Tipper, 1994)
predicts that distractor inhibition is not influenced by mecha-
nisms on the probe, because it is caused by a residual deacti-
vation of the internal representation of the prime distractor.
Yet, processing resources and the focus of attention on the
prime influence the degree to which a distractor is processed
and inhibited in order to ensure fast and correct responses on
the prime. This finding also adds to the evidence that
distractor–response binding and distractor inhibition are two
independent processes in action control (see Giesen et al.,
2012), evidencing that the two processes are modulated by

the attentional distributions at different points in time in a
prime–probe sequence.

Implications of the present results

The present findings are interesting not only with regard to the
binding literature, but may have important implications in
several different fields. Regarding the aforementioned re-
search by Logan and colleagues, one may ask if the present
results are in fact an indication of event file integration and
retrieval, or if they can also be interpreted in terms of associ-
ation formation. First, we need to point out that the process of
binding is assumed to lead to a number of short-lived binary
conjunctions, which can be thought of as a loose network of
clusters rather than as one master file (Hommel, 1998, 2004).
Thus, interpreting the present effects as being due to event file
retrieval implicitly assumes the existence of short-lived asso-
ciations between the responses and distractors. A more inter-
esting question is whether the binding process that leads to
such temporary conjunctions also plays a role in association
learning (i.e., the formation of longer-lasting associations). In
terms of the instance theory of automatization (Logan, 1988,
1990), this possibility seems realistic. Notably, studies inves-
tigating automatization (e.g., Boronat & Logan, 1997; Logan
& Etherton, 1994; Logan et al., 1996, 1999) have used com-
paratively long retention intervals (including several trials, rest
phases, and sometimes instructions). It can be assumed that
these intervals led to retrieval from long-term memory in the
transfer phases. In contrast, with prime–probe intervals of less
than 2 s, the present retrieval processes took place most likely
within working memory. Hence, the observed effects can be
understood as immediate consequences of single instance
encodings. In turn, the present results, as well as those of other
studies regarding binding processes, may add to the under-
standing of the process of association learning.

This speculation also suggests a different interpretation of
the aforementioned studies on association learning. None of
the experiments was designed to test the immediate conse-
quences of instance integration separately. Moreover, during
the encoding phases in these studies, stimulus–response pairs
were presented repeatedly (e.g., Boronat & Logan, 1997;
Logan et al., 1996, 1999). Therefore, all but the first presen-
tation of a given stimulus during encoding would be assumed
to trigger automatic retrieval of the earlier instances. Hence,
retrieval (as analyzed in the present experiments) may have
taken place during encoding and could have been influenced
by the attentional distribution during this phase. In contrast,
attention during the sort of integration that we investigated
was not separately manipulated in those studies. Assuming
that we were indeed investigating single instances, the present
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results suggest that attention at the repeated encodings in-
creased automatic retrieval already during the encoding
phases. Thus, it might be speculated that repeated retrieval
of former co-occurrences plays a role in the formation of long-
term associations. This may also be the reason why Logan and
colleagues found significant influences of attention during
encoding, whereas our results indicated no large modulation
of stimulus–response integration due to attention.

Regarding findings of rapid stimulus–response learning in
long-term repetition-priming paradigms (e.g., Dennis &
Schmidt, 2003; Dobbins, Schnyer, Verfaellie, & Schacter,
2004; Horner & Henson, 2009, 2011), one might speculate
that the investigated bindings could also more directly lead to
learning. For example, similar to the present experiments,
Horner and Henson (2009, 2011) investigated retrieval effects
after a single encounter of stimuli and found retrieval of
response codes (as well as retrieval of decision and classifica-
tion codes) at stimulus repetition. Importantly, these effects
occurred with 10- to 15-min retention between prime
encoding and probe response, indicating single-trial learning
of stimulus–response associations. An important difference
between these studies and the present paradigm is the role of
the repeated stimuli. The mentioned long-lasting retrieval
effects were found for target-to-target repetitions, whereas
we investigated retrieval due to distractor repetitions. In addi-
tion, Horner and Henson (2009, 2011) used a large stimulus
set, and participants saw each target maximally twice through-
out an experiment. With the limited stimulus set that we used,
distractors were frequently repeated with each of the possible
responses. Hence, we can be relatively certain that distractor–
response associations in the present experiments were not as
long-lasting. Moreover, it generally seems unlikely that after a
single encounter, distractor–response associations can reach a
strength similar to that of target–response associations. What
exactly it takes for a distractor stimulus to become part of such
rapid learning is an important question for future research.

However, on the basis of the present findings, we can
speculate that the representations of all presented stimuli are
generally activated to some extent, and that attention can boost
such activation. If activation then decays over time, it is
reasonable to assume that representations of formerly attended
(more strongly activated) stimuli have an activation advantage
for longer time periods than do ignored items. In addition,
formerly attended features might have an advantage due to
bindings or associations to other attended features: Activation
in one feature might reinforce activation in the associated
features, generally prolonging activation advantages5.

In contrast to our present findings, studies investigating
episodic memory have typically found a larger influence of

attention during encoding than during retrieval (e.g., Craik,
Govoni, Naveh-Benjamin, & Anderson, 1996; Tulving,
Kapur, Craik, Moscovitch, & Houle, 1994). However, these
studies were mainly concerned with the investigation of in-
tentional storage and retrieval of episodes. Encoding is as-
sumed to result in long-term memory storage, and retrieval
typically refers to an intentional process of remembering an
earlier episode, which is often tested explicitly. In contrast, the
retrieval processes in our experiments are assumed to be
automatic, and their impact upon behavior was measured
implicitly. These differences lead to two important distinctions
between episodic memory studies and the present experi-
ments. On the one hand, the retention intervals between
encoding and retrieval differ dramatically. The term memory
retrieval is mostly used if more than a few seconds pass
between encoding and retrieval. This was not the case in the
present study, and it is highly unlikely that a long-termmemory
entry would result from the temporary binding between stimuli
and responses. It is conceivable that the retrieval of episodes
encoded into long-term memory and the retrieval of episodes
upheld in working memory can be influenced differently by
attention. On the other hand, the aforementioned studies on
episodic memory measured intentional retrieval via explicit
tests, whereas we measured unintentional retrieval in a task
that could be dubbed implicit. Interestingly, attention that had
no effect on association learning during an explicit retrieval test
was also found tomodulate implicitly tested retrieval processes
(Boronat & Logan, 1997; Logan & Etherton, 1994; Logan
et al., 1999). Since processing seems to differ between inten-
tional and unintentional retrieval (Rugg, Fletcher, Frith,
Frackowiak, & Dolan 1997), it is quite possible that these
processes are influenced differently by attention.

The present results might also be interpreted in terms of
short-term memory storage (Allen, Baddeley, & Hitch, 2006;
Baddeley, 1998; Baddeley, Papagno, & Vallar, 1988). The
working memory model of Baddeley and colleagues assumes
that feature-binding processes are one function of the episodic
buffer. A rather small adjustment of the theory might allow
bindings that include action as well as perceptual features. In
previous experiments, a concurrent task (counting backward in
single steps and steps of three and recall of digit strings) did not
hamper the binding of stimulus features (Allen et al., 2006).
These findings are in line with the present findings regarding
attentional influence during the binding of distractors and
responses (i.e., during the prime): Attention does not sig-
nificantly influence the process of feature integration.
Whether or not the binding processes discussed by Allen
and colleagues are indeed the same as those in the discus-
sion of event file formation is an interesting question for
future research that might have important implications for
both traditions.5 We thank Gordon Logan for pointing out these considerations.
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With the two parallel tasks of responding to the target
letters and remembering one of the distractor sets, we also
need to consider whether the requirements of the attention-
directing task influenced reaction times in the letter identifi-
cation task. Remembering the same digit for the prime and the
probe displays is obviously less demanding on working mem-
ory resources than is remembering two different letters. As a
consequence, participants can be expected to respond faster if
the to-be-attended (and to-be-remembered) distractor repeats
from prime to probe. Yet, this facilitation should be iden-
tical for response repetition and response change trials. The
difference of distractor repetition effects between response
repetition and response change trials that was observed in
the present experiments cannot be accounted for by dual-
task interference.

Finally, since the distractor stimuli were not part of the
response set, they did not compete with the target for a
response during the target identification task. Therefore, one
could argue that they should be considered context informa-
tion rather than distractors. Hence, the present results may
indicate that a repeated context can trigger retrieval of associ-
ated responses. This is in line with previous studies, showing
that context similarity between prime and probe displays in a
negative priming task facilitated retrieval effects (Fox & de
Fockert, 1998; Neill, 1997; Wong, 2000). In addition to find-
ings in these studies, our results seem to suggest that the
context itself can retrieve prime information if it is sufficiently
salient (i.e., attended).

Conclusion

In summary, the results of the presented experiments allow
insight into how attention affects the influence of stimulus–
response binding on action control. In fact, it seems that the
integration of stimuli (even irrelevant ones) and responses can
take place without much attention—a finding matching pre-
vious assumptions. However, to affect behavior, and possibly
also to create stimulus–response routines, temporarily associ-
ated responses have to be retrieved by repeated stimulus
features. Here, attention plays a more important role. In par-
ticular, our data showed that attention to a stimulus modulates
whether or not it triggers retrieval, and thereby controls wheth-
er stimulus–response bindings can affect behavior.
Interestingly, the type of attention (spatial vs. feature-based)
seems to be irrelevant—as long as stimuli get some kind of
attention, retrieval processes will be boosted.
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Appendix

With respect to the problems of using categorical outcome
variables in ANOVA (see, e.g., Dixon, 2008; Jaeger, 2008), all
error analyses were also analyzed using multilevel logistic re-
gression, with trials at Level 1 and participants as Level 2
variables (Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008). The factors
Response Repetition, Distractor Repetition, and Attention
Modulation, as well as all possible interaction effects, were
modeled as random factors (i.e., theywere allowed to vary across
participants). Analyses were computed using the R software (R
Development Core Team, 2013) and the R package lme4 (Bates,
Maechler, Bolker, & Walker, 2013). Table A1 reports the inter-
cepts, z values, and p values of all main and interaction effects of
all experiments. Taken together, one can say that the data pattern
mimics the data pattern using MANOVA in the main text for
Experiments 1a and 3; for Experiments 1b and 2, the model
failed to converge after 10,000 evaluations.

Table 4 Intercepts, z values, and p values as a function of experiments,
for Experiments 1a–3

Effect Intercept z Value p Value

Experiment 1a RR 1.99 6.26 <.001

DR 0.21 0.66 .508

Att. –0.05 –0.17 .869

RR*DR 0.25 0.80 .423

RR*Att. 0.13 0.40 .687

DR*Att. 0.55 1.53 .127

RR*DR*Att. 0.70 2.13 .033

Experiment 1b RR 0.06 0.01 .996

DR 0.00 0.00 1

Att. 0.00 0.00 1

RR*DR 0.00 0.00 1

RR*Att. 0.00 0.00 1

DR*Att. 0.03 0.003 .998

RR*DR*Att. 0.04 0.003 .007

Experiment 2 RR 3.57 0.01 .990

DR 1.93 0.01 .995

Att. 1.61 0.01 .996

RR*DR 1.96 0.01 .995

RR*Att. 1.69 0.01 .995

DR*Att. 2.02 0.01 .994

RR*DR*Att. 2.27 0.01 .994

Experiment 3 RR 1.44 6.42 <.001

DR 0.14 0.65 .513

Att. –0.13 –0.57 .568

RR*DR 0.41 1.84 .066

RR*Att. 0.00 0.02 .980

DR*Att. 0.39 1.69 .091

RR*DR*Att. 0.42 1.89 .059

RR, response repetition; DR, distractor repetition; Att., probe distractor to
be attended or unattended
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